
Footpath Report September 2020 

 

The easing of the lockdown, the furlough scheme and school closures has brought large 

numbers of people walking our paths,  not always a good thing in view of the litter and other 

mess that they leave behind.   See my comments on Footpath 25. 

 

Footpath 1.     In satisfactory condition. 

Footpath 2.     Very rough and not maintained. 

Footpath 3.     Once again the crossfield path has been ploughed over and obliterated. 

Footpath 4.     Generally satisfactory and very popular although vegetation tends to encroach 

in places 

Footpath 5.      Uneven in places due to nearby building work. 

Footpath 7.      The path has been slightly diverted around building work  but is in good 

condition 

Footpath 8.       A farm track on which many puddles appear after rain. 

Footpath 11.      The turf has been removed from the field which as been ploughed over 

leaving no trace of a path. 

Footpath 12.      As Footpath 11 

Footpath 13       A rough field perimeter path walked with care. 

Footpath 14.      Partly a field perimeter path but mostly satisfactory. 

Footpath 15.      In satisfactory condition and very popular.   I have investigated a comment 

from a parishioner about a wobbly post on a bridge over a stream but have decided that it's 

reasonably safe at present. 

Footpath 16.      In satisfactory condition,  better that a resident has resurfaced part of it.    

Footpath 18.      A fallen fence on part of the path has been reported but had still not been 

removed on 7th September. 

Footpath 19.      In satisfactory condition 

Footpath 20.      Satisfactory but the amounts of litter left here are annoying. 

Footpath 21.       Satisfactory but large puddles appear after heavy rain. 

Footpath 23.      A very popular walk, although the crossfield section is often ploughed over it 

gets trampled down nicely by the public.  The final section,  a field perimeter path had not 

been maintained at the time of inspection and walking is difficult. 

Footpath 24.       In satisfactory condition 

Footpath 25.       Regrettably this short path behind the Towers has suffered from the closure 

of public conveniences and has been used as a toilet and a depository for litter. 

Footpath 26.       In satisfactory condition ,  locals keep the vegetation in check. 

Footpath 28.       In satisfactory condition . 

Footpath 29        The landowner has cured the problem with the leaking lake by raising the 

level of the path which is now dry. 

Footpath 30.       In satisfactory condition. 
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